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    What is N-N oscillation? 
n  Neutrons in vacuum and low magnetic field  
    spontaneously converting to anti-neutrons. 
  (Baryogenesisà Kuzmin’70; SU(5)à Glashow’79; neutrino massà Mohapatra and Marshak’80) 

n  Violates B by 2 units: Key parameter describing 
this is:          ,the mixing strength between    and             

n                = 0 in the standard model. 
n  Hence it is a probe of many types of new 

physics beyond SM!!                                            
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    Two important physics 
questions  connected to 

 
(i)  Understanding origin of matter requires B-violation. 
n                     predicted by GUTs conserves B-L and not 

related to baryon asymmetry (since nB created by this is 
erased by sphalerons, which break B+L) 

n              oscillation, on the other hand breaks B-L and 
is more likely to be connected to baryogenesis! 
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    Two important physics 
questions  connected to 

(ii) Neutrinos are believed to be Majorana fermionsà it 
is then not implausible that neutron mass has a tiny  
 Majorana component i.e. 
                                                                   or 
                                                                   
 
 
  
n  Discovery of NN will throw light on the origin of 

neutrino mass. 
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How big can             be?  
n  Since it can lead nuclei to decay, from what we 

know about nuclear stability, we conclude that 
it must be less than (roughly) 

n  Corresponding oscillation time for free neutrons 
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Two ways to search for 
neutron 0scillation 

   
  (i) Oscillation inside a nucleus leading to  
      B-violating nuclear decays 
     (Super-K; IMB, Soudan, SNO) 
 

  (ii) Oscillation of a free neutron beam from   
      a reactor or spallation source (ILL) 

   



   Phenomenology of  NN  
   Oscillation  

n  Two state quantum mechanics: 

                                     ; 

 
n           due to Earth B-field 10-11 eV >> 
n   By degaussing to 10-8 T level and using current 

reactor fluxes, this expt can be done (M. Snow’s talk) 
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 Searching for free neutron  
  oscillation 

n  When                probability of transition:                     

n  Figure of merit: # of     = 
 
n  Current direct search limit ILL                                   

(ILL: Baldo-ceolin et al’94)                                                         
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with L ~ 90 m  and  t = 0.11 sec

measured Pnn <1.6×10−18

τ > 8.6×107 sec
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N-N theory: what can we learn  
about BSM physics from a search 
and discovery of N-N oscillation? 



  
 (i) New mass scale for B- 
          violation 

n  P-decay                  ; Current limitsà 
n    
n  For NN: 
                                                 
                                          (Bag model: Rao,Shrock; Lattice: Buchoff, Wagman,..)                                                                             
n  Observable  NN (                  )  à Meff~10 TeV  
    
     Observation of NNbar will therefore open a 
totally new landscape of physics at TeV scale !                                        
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(ii) Neutrino mass and NN 
connection 

n  SM+ right handed neutrinos         with Majorana mass 
(L=2) 

                                                                                                                                                                     

                                                            Seesaw Mechanism 
 
                             (Minkowski; Gell-Mann, Ramond, Slansky; Yanagida; Glashow, Mohapatra, Senjanovic’) 

 

n  Key ingredients:   

  (i) Existence of right handed N; 
 (ii) Breaking L (B-L) by two units; 
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 Embed seesaw in quark-lepton   
        unified Left-right model 
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 Embed seesaw in quark-lepton  
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n  Seesaw Higgs field            has SU(4) partners                   
        in Q-L unified models 
 

n              leads to operator 
                                                                                 

n  Observable             for TeV         (Mohapatra,Marshak’80) 
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Another class of TeV scale 
theories for NN Osc.  

n  Consider an effective interaction 

n  Majorana mass for Nà     

                                               (Babu, Nasri, RNM’2008) 

 

n  Observable              for TeV particle masses n� n̄
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Large Extra dimensions, 
GUTs and observable NN 

n  Flavor geography and B-violation due to TeV 
scale for new physics 

  (Nussinov, Shrock; Winslow, Ng; Dvali, Gobadadze;..) 

 

n  Grand unified theories for neutrino mass  
      (Babu, RNM’12; Awasthi, Parida, Sahu’14) 

n  TeV scale B-violating theories: (Arnold, Fornal, Wise; Perez; 
Gu and Sarkar) 



Impact of NN observation   
      on baryogenesis  

n  If neutron oscillation is observableà strength 
of                operator is ~ 10-28 – 10-31 GeV-5; 

n  That means this process is in equilibrium till 
    T~ 10 TeV. 
n  Any higher scale generated baryons will get 

erased.  

n  New ways to generate baryons at low 
tempertaure must be sought. 
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Post-sphaleron baryogenesis 

n  (Babu, RNM, Nasri’07)  

n  Type I model: S               with higher dim 
effective coupling to SM fermions: 

   e.g.   
 
à 
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(iii) Baryogenesis low T    
         phenomenon 

n  Both operators being high dimensional, remain 
in eq. till below sphaleron decoupling; 

n  Type I case: 

 
                                    
                                             



Nà3q case 
n  .                        

n                                              (Dev, RNM’15; Davoudiasl, Zhang’15) 



What else can we learn? 

n  If N-N is observed, one can put an upper 
   (a) limit on Lorentz violation for neutrons 
   (b) limit on violation of equivalence principle 
   (c) limit on strength of long range baryonic  
        forces  
    



Lorentz-violation for neutrons 
n  . L = L0 + LLIV

L0 = in̄�µ@µn+m n̄n+ �nn̄n
TC�1n+ h.c.

Kostelecky, Colladay et al 



Condition for observability 
n  Oscillation probability is modified to: 

 
n   Nuclear decay searchesà 

n   Observation of NNà                         or                
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Limit on Equivalence principle 
violation for neutrons  

n  If there is such a violation, in the gravitational field of 
Earth, Sun, galaxies,    can be nonzero. 

n  In a gravity field, 

n  Most stringent limit comes from superclusters for 
which M=5.4x1046Kg; R~43 Mpcà 

 
n  Limits from KK-bar <10-13; Dicke et.al. < 10-12   
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Limit on the strength of 
long range baryonic forces 

n  . If there are long range baryonic forces, the 
astrophysical bodies (Sun Superclusters etc) 
will split the n-n masses and suppress free 
oscillation. 

n  Observation of nn therefore limits the strength 
of the strength of the forces: gB . 

n  Limit:                     more stringent than befor 
                              (Babu, RNM’16; Adazzi,Berezhiani,Kamyshkov’16) 
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NN+p-decayà Majorana 
neutrino 

n  True also in GUT models. (Babu, RNM’14) 



New phenomena related 
to NN-bar: 

n  Mirror matter model for Dark matter + RHN 
portalà there could be similar operators: 

n  new dark matter properties 

n                                  - 

n  à DMà        if mp < mDM – mπ
 or  Pà DM+π+  if mDM < mp – mπ 
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NN-bar oscillation can elucidate a 
whole range of physics beyond SM 

                    . 

 N-N-bar osc. 
search and discovery 

Complementary info on 
Neutrino mass physics 

Nature of susy 
 theories 

Most stringent 
Test of Lorentz Inv,  

Equivalence Pr., B-force 

Possible New way 
To understand 

Origin of matter 

Improvement of neutron 
Technology 

New particles 
At LHC 

Strange 
Nucl.  
decay  
modes 

Extra space dim 

New DM properties



Thank you for your attention !



      Back-up slides: 



Probing neutron oscillation 
using neutrons in nuclei  

n  Oscillation inside nuclei are suppressed by the factor 
 

                               since 

n  Detailed calculation: Dover, Gal, Richard; Alberico; Gal, Freedman; Kopeliovich,Huffner 

n  Latest Super-K search         à 3.45x108 sec. 
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Plan for a new expt at ESS 
n  Layout: horizontal cold neutron beam 

n                                                  ~factor of 500 in 
n                                                                     rate over ILL  

n  < Flux>~ 1015 n/cm2 sec. 
n  Vn ~700m/s  
n  arXiv:1410.1100 (Phys. Reports’2016) 



ESS 
n  . 



    Precursor to a proposal 
arXiv:1410:1100, Phys Rep’15 

n  . 



New Particles at LHC: 
       Colored scalars 

n  TeV mass Colored scalars are an inherent part of both 
models ; Can be searched at LHC: 

  (I) Single production:  
   xsection calculated in (RNM, Okada, Yu’07;) resonance peaks above SM 

background- decay to tj; 

n   Important LHC signature: 
 
(II) Drell-Yan pair production 

n  Leads to         final states:      LHC reach < TeV 
    (Chen, Rentala, Wang; Berger, Cao, Chen, Shaughnessy, Zhang’10; Han, Lewis’09) 
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Limit on LIV 
n  . 
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